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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The article reviews the advances of MRI imaging for trabecular bone architecture assessment and
fracture prediction. It is interesting and worth reading. The author should consider the following
comments: - The title is too broad. It should contain MRI and clinical assessment of bone structure
or MRI imaging of bone or MRI assessment of trabecular bone architecture, to draw attention of some
specialized readers. - Abstract is too long, it should be focused on the precise new data/idea on MRI Conclusion is too long, it should not repeat the information from the article - Abstract, second
sentence. What do you mean by bone demineralization? Do you have intention to screen for
osteomalacia? Consider revising. - Abstract, third sentence, you wrote “bone mineral content (BMD)”,
it is not the same bone mineral content should be BMC, BMD is bone mineral density. - Introduction,
the second paragraph. “a faster kinetic of bone demineralization characterizes…” sounds unusual
and wrong, if the author has intention to discuss postmenopausal osteoporosis - Page 5. Magnetic
Resonance Imaging. “ MRI-based diagnosis could be used to substitute standard BMD
measurement…” seems too strong. The limitation of cost and poor validation of MRI for fracture
prediction should be mentioned and discussed. - English editing might be beneficial
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Dear Authors, The paper "Osteoporosis and fracture risk: New perspectives for early diagnosis and
treatment assessment" looks convincing both in terms of description of the different methods of
analysis and rich bibliography tracing 40 years of studies and analyses. Although the study aimed
at showing the innovativeness and validation of the TBA method is currently underway, in my
opinion the paper can be accepted for publication.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is a technical article to introduce a new concept of an analysis technique of magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) for the characterization of trabecular bone architecture (TBA), which combines
medical imaging technique, texture analysis procedure and mathematical approach. This is a rather
new area in the field. The key advantage of MRI is radiation-free and therefore is worthy to further
explore as an alternative to the current technology of CT or pQCT. I have the following comments
for the article: 1. The title cannot reflect well the content of the article. The current topic looks as if it
reviews the current available technologies for diagnosis of osteoporosis and fracture risks. However,
this is just to review mainly the new analysis technique of MRI. The topic is somehow misleading.
Please provide a title that can reflect the content well. 2. The whole manuscript is telling all the
evidences or facts mainly qualitatively. Very few quantitative data can be found and not much
discussion on the data too. No comparison of the proposed new technique with the current gold
standard (e.g. high-resolution pQCT) is reviewed, which is most crucial for a new technique. This
looks like a pure technical paper by reviewing the technical facts without solid evidence support on
the validity or feasibility of the new technique. 3. Discussion part is just to repeat the points
mentioned in the upper part of the manuscript. No new points are added, while the conclusion is to
repeat all the points once more. These look clumsy and redundant.
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